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Abstract
We study certain generalized topological structures, called closure operations, that are asso-
ciated with -ary relations (¿ 1 an ordinal). It turns out that some of these structures are
well-behaved with respect to connectedness and so are suitable for applications in digital topol-
ogy. In particular, for any natural number n¿ 1 we ,nd an appropriate closure operation on Z,
which is associated with a special n-ary relation on Z. In the case n = 2 this closure operation
coincides with the known Khalimsky topology.
c© 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
It is well known that topological structures that are more general than the usual
topology are worthy of study because they can provide a suitable framework for various
approaches to digital topology—see [15]. In this connection, the so-called %Cech closure
operations [1] are often used, which are obtained from the Kuratowski ones by omitting
the requirement of idempotency. The closure operations employed in this paper are still
more general—they are not even supposed to be additive. While topological structures
used for applications in digital topology usually arise from binary relations (i.e., directed
graphs—see [15]), our closure operations arise from -ary relations where ¿1 is an
ordinal. This makes them a more powerful tool for solving problems of digital topology.
Closure operations that are associated in a special way with -ary relations (¿1
ordinals) were introduced in [12] and then studied also in [13] and [14]. In the work
reported here, we will carry on studying the topic by discussing these closure operations
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in view of applications of the results in digital topology. Therefore, we will focus our
interest on investigating connectedness with respect to them.
Digital topology is a theory that arose in the late 1960s for the study of geometric and
topological properties of digital images. It proved to be a useful tool for solving some
problems of computer graphics and image processing. Despite its name, the theory was
originally based on utilizing graph-theoretic rather than topological methods [6,7,10,11].
It was only in the late 1980s that a topological approach to digital topology was used
for the ,rst time in [3]. The main purpose of this approach is to provide the set Z of
integers with a topological structure inducing a product structure on Z×Z suitable for
digital image processing. Up to date, a series of papers have been published that develop
the topological approach to digital topology (e.g. [4,5,8]). Most of them employ the
so-called Khalimsky topology on Z. In this note we generalize the topological approach
based on the use of the Khalimsky topology. We start with studying closure operations
on arbitrary sets and then restrict our considerations to Z—we introduce a sequence
of suitable closure operations on Z whose ,rst member coincides with the Khalimsky
topology. Thus, the results obtained by investigating these closure operations generalize
some results proved for the Khalimsky topology in [5].
All closure operations studied are associated with -ary relations (¿1 ordinals) and
this fact is used with advance in our topological investigations.
1. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, ordinals are identi,ed with the sets of their predecessors and
cardinals with initial ordinals (so that the Axiom of Choice is assumed). The (strict)
order on the class of ordinals is denoted by ¡, thus ¡ is equivalent to ∈ 
whenever ;  are ordinals.
Given a set X , we denote by exp X its power set, i.e., the set of all subsets of X . By
a closure operation u on a set X we mean a map u : expX → expX ful,lling u∅= ∅,
A⊆X ⇒A⊆ uA, and A⊆B⊆X ⇒ uA⊆ uB. Such closure operations were studied by
%Cech in [2] (who called them topologies). A pair (X; u), where X is a set and u is a
closure operation on X , is called a closure space. Given a pair u; v of closure operations
on a set X , we put u6v if uA⊆ vA for each A⊆X . Clearly, 6 is a partial order on
the set of all closure operations on X . A closure operation u on a set X is called addi-
tive or idempotent if A; B⊆X ⇒ u(A∪B)= uA∪ uB or A⊆X ⇒ uuA= uA respectively.
A closure operation u on a set X which is both additive and idempotent is called
a Kuratowski closure operation or brieEy a topology and the pair (X; u) is called a
topological space. According to [12], given a cardinal ¿0, a closure operation u
on a set X and the closure space (X; u) are called an S-closure operation and an
S-space, respectively, if the following condition (the so-called S-axiom) is satis,ed:
A ⊆ X ⇒ uA = ⋃{uB; B ⊆ A; card B ¡ }:
Clearly, if (X; u) is an S1-space, then X = ∅. In [2], S2-closure operations and S2-spaces
are called quasi-discrete. S2-topological spaces are called Alexandro8 spaces in [7].
Of course, any S2-closure operation is additive, and any S-closure operation is an
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S-closure operation whenever ¡. Since any closure operation on a set X is obvi-
ously an S-closure operation for each cardinal  with ¿card X , there exists a least
cardinal  such that u is an S-closure operation. Such a cardinal is then an important
invariant of the closure operation u. Evidently, if 6ℵ0, then any additive S-closure
operation is an S2-closure operation.
Many concepts known for topological spaces can be extended to closure spaces in
a natural way. Given a closure space (X; u), a subset A⊆X is called closed if uA=A,
and it is called open if X −A is closed. A closure space (X; u) is said to be a subspace
of a closure space (Y; v) if uA= vA∩X for each subset A⊆X . We will speak brieEy
about a subspace X of (Y; v). A closure space (X; u) is said to be connected if ∅
and X are the only subsets of X which are both closed and open. A subset X ⊆Y is
connected in a closure space (Y; v) if the subspace X of (Y; v) is connected. A maximal
connected subset of a closure space is called a component of this space. All the basic
properties of connected sets and components in topological spaces (see e.g. [9]) are
preserved also in closure spaces. A closure space (X; u) is said to be a T0-space if for
any points x; y∈X from x∈ u{y} and y∈ u{x} it follows that x=y, and it is called a
T1=2-space if each singleton subset of X is closed or open. Given closure spaces (X; u)
and (Y; v), a map ’ :X→Y is said to be a continuous map of (X; u) into (Y; v) if
f(uA)⊆ vf(A) for each subset A⊆X . If, moreover, ’ is a bijection and ’−1 :Y→X
is a continuous map of (Y; v) into (X; u), then ’ is called a homeomorphism of (X; u)
onto (Y; v). We say that closure spaces (X; u) and (Y; v) (and the closure operations u
and v) are homeomorphic if there exists a homeomorphism of (X; u) onto (Y; v).
Let X be a set and ¿0 an ordinal. We denote by X  the set of all maps of
 into X , i.e., the set of all sequences (xi| i¡) of type  consisting of elements
of the set X . As usual, for any ordinal m also the sequence (xi| m6i¡m + ) is
considered to be a sequence of type , namely the sequence (xm+i| i¡). A sequence
(xi| i¡) will sometimes be viewed as the set {xi; i¡}. Then, given sequences
A=(xi| i¡) and B=(yi| i¡) (where ¿0 is an ordinal), we write brieEy A⊆B
instead of {xi; i¡}⊆{yi; i¡}. (But, on the other hand, A=B always means that
=  and xi =yi for all i¡.) Any subset R⊆X  is called an -ary relation on X and
the pair (X; R) is called an -ary relational system. An -ary relation on a set X is said
to be re9exive if it contains all constant sequences of type  consisting of elements of
X , i.e., sequences (xi| i¡) for which there exists an element x∈X such that xi = x for
all i¡. Given -ary relational systems (X; R) and (Y; S), a map ’ : X→Y is called a
homomorphism of (X; R) into (Y; S) if the implication (xi| i¡)∈R⇒ (’(xi)| i¡)∈ S
is valid. If, moreover, ’ is a bijection and ’−1 :Y→X is a homomorphism of (Y; S)
into (X; R), then ’ is called an isomorphism of (X; R) onto (Y; S). We say that -ary
relational systems (X; R) and (Y; S) (and the -ary relations R and S) are isomorphic
if there exists an isomorphism of (X; R) onto (Y; S).
Let (Xj; Rj), j∈ J , be a system of -ary relational systems. By the product of the
system we understand the -ary relational system
∏







j∈J Rj is the -ary relation on the cartesian product
∏
j∈J Xj generated by the
projections, i.e., given by
∏
j∈J Rj = {(xi| i¡)∈ (
∏
j∈J Xj)
; (prj(xi)| i¡)∈Rj for
each j∈ J}. The relation ∏j∈J Rj is said to be the product of the system Rj, j∈ J .
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If the set J is ,nite, say J = {1; : : : ; m}, we also write R1× · · ·×Rm and




j∈J (Xj; Rj), respectively.
2. Closure operations associated with relations
From now on,  will denote an ordinal with ¿1.
Let X be a set and R an -ary relation on X . Then we de,ne a map uR : expX →
expX as follows:
uRA=A∪{x∈X ; there exist (xi| i¡)∈R and i0; 0¡i0¡, such that x= xi0 and
xi ∈A for all i¡i0}.
Clearly, uR is a closure operation on X . Note that in the case of a reEexive relation
R we have
uRA= {x∈X ; there exist (xi| i¡)∈R and i0; 0¡i0¡, such that x= xi0 and xi ∈A
for all i¡i0}.
In [13] it is shown that, given an -ary relation R on a set X , the closure operation
uR is idempotent if and only if (X; uR) is an AlexandroM space. Of course, uR is not
additive in general. It is evident, however, that the union of a system of closed subsets
of (X; uR) is a closed subset of (X; uR). From [13] it also follows that, given -ary
relational systems (X; R), (Y; S), a map f :X→Y is a continuous map of (X; uR) into
(Y; uS) whenever f is a homomorphism of (X; R) into (Y; S).
Let 〈〉 denote the least of all cardinals which are greater or equal to . Then we
have:
Proposition 2.1. For any -ary relation R on a set X , (X; uR) is an S〈〉-space.
Proof. Let A⊆X and x∈ uRA. If x∈A, then x∈ uR{x}⊆
⋃{uRB; B⊆A and card B¡
〈〉}. Suppose x =∈A. Then there exist (xi| i¡)∈R and i0, 0¡i0¡, such that x= xi0
and xi ∈A for all i¡i0. Hence {xi; i¡i0}⊆A and card{xi; i¡i0}6card i0. But
card i0¡= 〈〉 whenever  is a cardinal and card i06card ¡〈〉 whenever  is
not a cardinal. Since x∈ uR{xi; i¡i0}, we have x∈
⋃{uRB; B⊆A and card B¡〈〉}.
Therefore the inclusion uRX ⊆
⋃{uRB; B⊆A and card B¡〈〉} is valid. The converse
inclusion is evident.
In particular, if  is a cardinal and R is an -ary relation on a set X , then (X; uR)
is an S-space.
Denition 2.2. An -ary relation R on a set X is said to be terse provided that it is
reEexive and ful,lls the following condition:
If (xi| i¡)∈R, (yi| i¡)∈R, and there are ordinals i0; i1¡, i0 = i1, such that
x0 =yi0 and x1 =yi1 , then (xi| i¡)= (yi| i¡).
Thus, an -ary relation R is terse if and only if R is reEexive, any nonconstant
sequence belonging to R is injective, and any injective sequence (xi| i¡)∈R is the
only sequence belonging to R which contains the elements x0 and x1. Clearly, a binary
relation is terse if and only if it is reEexive and antisymmetric.
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Proposition 2.3. If R is a terse -ary relation on a set X , then (X; uR) is a T0-space.
Proof. Let x; y∈X , x∈ uR{y}, y∈ uR{x}. Then there is a sequence (xi| i¡)∈R with
x0 =y and x1 = x, and there is a sequence (yi| i¡) with y0 = x and y1 =y. As R is
terse, (xi| i¡)= (yi| i¡). Therefore x=y.
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a terse -ary relation on a set X . Then R is a minimal
element (with respect to the set inclusion) of the set of all re9exive -ary relations
S on X ful=lling uR= uS .
Proof. Let S be a reEexive -ary relation on X with uR= uS and let S ⊆R. Let
(xi| i¡)∈R be an arbitrary sequence. If (xi| i¡) is constant, then clearly (xi| i¡)
∈ S. Let (xi| i¡) be not constant. Then x0 = x1 and x1 ∈ uR{x0}, hence x1 ∈ uS{x0}.
Therefore there are (yi| i¡)∈ S and i0, 0¡i0¡, such that x1 =yi0 and yi = x0
for all i¡i0. Since (yi| i¡)∈R and R is terse, we have (xi| i¡)= (yi| i¡)∈ S.
Consequently, S =R.
Given an ordinal ¿1, for any closure operation u on X we put Ru={(xi| i¡)∈X ;
(xi| i¡) is either constant or injective with the property that for each j; 0¡j¡,
and each proper subset Aj ⊂ {xi; i¡j} there holds xj ∈ u{xi; i¡j} − uAj}.
Clearly, Ru is a reEexive -ary relation on X .
Theorem 2.5. If R is a terse -ary relation, then R=RuR .
Proof. Let (xi| i¡)∈R. If (xi| i¡) is constant, then evidently (xi| i¡)∈RuR .
Let (xi| i¡) be injective and let i0, 0¡i0¡, be an arbitrary ordinal. Clearly,
xi0 ∈ uR{xi; i¡i0}. Let A⊆{xi; i¡i0} be an arbitrary subset and let xi0 ∈ uRA. Then
there exist an injective sequence (yj| j¡)∈R and an ordinal j0, 0¡j0¡, such
that xi0 =yj0 and {yj; j¡j0}⊆A, hence {yj; j6j0}⊆{xi; i6i0}. Thus {y0; y1}⊆
{xi; i¡} and consequently (xi| i¡)= (yj| j¡). As (xi| i¡) is injective, there
holds i0 = j0 and therefore A= {xi; i¡i0}. We have shown that xi0 =∈ uRA whenever
A⊆{xi; i¡i0} is a proper subset. It follows that (xi| i¡)∈RuR which results in
R⊆RuR .
Conversely, let (xi| i¡)∈RuR . If (xi| i¡) is constant, then clearly (xi| i¡)∈R.
Let (xi| i¡) be injective. As x1 ∈ uR{x0} and R is terse, there is a unique
sequence (yi| i¡)∈R with x0 =y0 and x1 =y1. Suppose that there is an ordinal
i0, 1¡i0¡, such that xi =yi for all i¡i0. Since xi0 ∈ uR{xi; i¡i0}, there are an
injective sequence (zj| j¡)∈R and an ordinal j0, 0¡j0¡, such that xi0 = zj0 and
{zj; j¡j0}⊆{xi; i¡i0}= {yi; i¡i0}. Then xi0 ∈ uR{zj; j¡j0}, hence {zj; j¡j0}=
{xi; i¡i0}. Thus {z0; z1}⊆{yi; i¡i0}. Consequently, (zj| j¡)= (yi| i¡). Admit
that j0¡i0. Then xj0 =yj0 = zj0 , which is a contradiction because xi0 = zj0 and (xi| i¡)
is injective. Hence i06j0. Admit that i0¡j0. Then there is an ordinal i1¡i0 such
that zi0 = xi1 , which is a contradiction because zi1 =yi1 = xi1 and (zi| i¡) is injective.
Therefore i0 = j0 and we have xi0 = zi0 =yi0 . Now the principle of trans,nite induction
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implies (xi| i¡)= (yi| i¡). We have shown that (xi| i¡)∈R, which results in
RuR ⊆R.
Corollary 2.6. For terse -ary relations the correspondence R → uR is one-to-one.
Denition 2.7. Let X be a set and ¿1 an ordinal. A closure operation u on X and the
closure space (X; u) are called an S∗ -closure operation and an S
∗
 -space respectively
if there is a terse -ary relation R on X such that u= uR (in which case R=Ru).
Corollary 2.8. The assignments R → uR and u →Ru determine bijections inverse to
each other between the set of all terse -ary relations on a set X and the set of all
S∗ -closure operations u on X .
Clearly, the product of a system of terse -ary relations is a terse -ary relation.
This fact, together with Corollary 2.6, enables us to de,ne:
Denition 2.9. Let (Xj; uj), j∈ J , be a system of S∗ -spaces. By the product of this
system we understand the S∗ -space
∏
j∈J (Xj; uj)= (
∏
j∈J Xj; uR) where R=
∏
j∈J Ruj .




Remark 2.10. Let (Xj; uj), j∈ J , be a system of S∗ -spaces and let u be the closure
operation on
∏
j∈J Xj generated by the projections. Let R=
∏
j∈J Ruj . Then uR6u
(and u need not be an S∗ -closure operation). The equality uR= u is valid, in general,
only for =2.
3. Connectedness
In the sequel, n will denote a natural number (i.e., a ,nite ordinal) with n¿1.
Lemma 3.1. Let R be an -ary relation on a set X and (xi| i¡)∈R an element.
Then the set {xi; i¡i0} is connected in (X; uR) for each i0, 0¡i06.
Proof. For i0 = 1 the statement is trivial. Let i0¿1 and suppose that {xi; i¡i1} is
connected for each i1, 0¡i1¡i0. As {xi; i¡i1}⊆{xi; i6i1}⊆ uR{xi; i¡i1}, the
set {xi; i6i1} is connected for each i1, 0¡i1¡i0. Since
⋂
0¡i1¡i0{xi; i6i1} = ∅,⋂
0¡i1¡i0{xi; i6i1} is connected. But
⋃
0¡i1¡i0{xi; i6i1}= {xi; i¡i0} and the state-
ment follows from the principle of trans,nite induction.
Denition 3.2. Let R be an n-ary relation on a set X and let p be a natural number
with 1¡p6n. A sequence (yi| i¡p) of points of X is called a connected element in
(X; uR) if there is a sequence (xi| i¡n)∈R such that yi = xi for all i¡p or yi = xp−1−i
for all i¡p.
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By Lemma 3.1, each connected element is a connected set.
Denition 3.3. Let R be an n-ary relation on a set X . A ,nite nonempty sequence
C =(xi| i¡m) of points of X is called a path in (X; uR) if there is a ,nite increasing
sequence (jk | k¡p) of natural numbers with j0 = 0 and jp−1 =m − 1 such that jk −
jk−1¡n and (xj| jk−16j6jk) is a connected element in (X; uR) for each k, 0¡k¡p.
The sequence (jk | k¡p) is said to be a binding sequence of C. The points x0 and
xm−1 are called the end points of C and C is said to connect x0 and xm−1. If x0 = xm−1,
then the path C is called closed. If for any pair i0; i1 of natural numbers with i0¡i1¡m
from xi0 = xi1 it follows that i0 = 0 and i1 =m− 1, then C is said to be simple.
Thus, also one-member sequences are considered to be (simple closed) paths whose
binding sequences have just one member—the number 0. Note that a path in (X; uR)
can have a number of diMerent binding sequences.
Clearly, each path is a connected set and each connected element is a path. If
(xi| i¡m) is a path, then also its inverse, i.e., the sequence (yi| i¡m) where yi = xm−1−i
for all i¡m, is a path. Further, if (xi| i¡m), (yi| i¡p) are paths such that xm−1 =y0,
then also their union, i.e., the sequence (zi| i¡m + p − 1) where zi = xi for all i¡n
and zi =yi−m+1 for all i with m6i¡p, is a path.
Theorem 3.4. Let R be an n-ary relation on a set X and A⊆X be a subset. Then
A is connected in (X; uR) if and only if any two points of A can be joined by a path
in (X; uR) contained in A.
Proof. If A= ∅, then the statement is trivial. Let A = ∅. In (X; uR), if any two points
of A can be connected by a path, then A is clearly connected. Conversely, let A be
connected and suppose that there are points x; y∈A which cannot be connected by a
path contained in A. Let B be the set of all points of A which can be connected with
x by a path contained in A. Let z ∈ uRB∩A be a point and assume that z =∈B. Then
there are (xi| i¡n)∈R and i0, 0¡i0¡n, such that z= xi0 and {xi; i¡i0}⊆B. Thus, x
and x0 can be connected by a path contained in A, and also x0 and z can be connected
by a path—the connected element (xi| i6i0)—contained in A. It follows that x and z
can be connected by a path contained in A, which is a contradiction. Therefore z ∈B,
i.e., uRB∩A=B. Consequently, B is closed in the subspace A of (X; uR). Further, let
z ∈ uR(A − B)∩A be a point and assume that z ∈B. Then z =∈A − B, thus there are
(xi| i¡n)∈R and i0, 0¡i0¡n, such that z= xi0 and {xi; i¡i0}⊆A− B. As we have
assumed that z ∈B, x can be connected with z by a path contained in A. Further, z
can be connected with x0 by a path—the connected element (xi0−i| i6i0)—contained
in A. Consequently, x and x0 can be connected by a path contained in A, which is a
contradiction with x0 =∈B. Thus z =∈B, i.e., uR(A−B)∩A=A−B. Consequently, A−B
is closed in the subspace A of (X; uR). Hence A is the union of the nonempty disjoint
sets B and A−B closed in the subspace A of (x; uR). But this is a contradiction because
A is connected. Therefore any two points of A can be connected by a path contained
in A.
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Remark 3.5. Let R be a terse n-ary relation on a set X and (yi| i¡p) a connected
element in (X; uR). Clearly, for any sequence (xi| i¡n)∈R the two conditions
(1) yi = xi for all i¡p or yi = xp−1−i for all i¡p, and
(2) {yi; i¡p}⊆{xi; i¡n}
are equivalent and there is precisely one sequence (xi| i¡n)∈R satisfying (1)
and (2).
We will need the following
Lemma 3.6. Let R be a terse n-ary relation on a set X , let p; q be natural numbers
with 1¡p¡q6n, and let (xi| i¡p); (yi| i¡q) be injective connected elements in
(X; uR) such that {xi; i¡p}⊆{yi; i¡q} and x0 =y0. Then there exists a sequence
(zi| i¡n)∈R such that xi = zi for all i¡p and yi = zi for all i¡q.
Proof. As (xi| i¡p) is an injective connected element, there is an injective sequence
(ti| i¡n)∈R such that (1) xi = ti for all i¡p or (2) xi = tp−1−i for all i¡p. Sim-
ilarly, as (yi| i¡q) is an injective connected element, there is an injective sequence
(zi| i¡n)∈R such that (1′) yi = zi for all i¡q or (2′) yi = zq−1−i for all i¡q. Ad-
mit that (1) and (2′) are valid. Then t0 = x0 =y0 = zq−1 and t1 = x1 ∈{yi; i¡q}⊆{zi;
i¡n}, hence (ti| i¡n)= (zi| i¡n). We have z0 = t0 = zq−1, which is a contradiction.
Admit that (2) and (1′) are valid. Then t0 = xp−1 ∈{yi; i¡q}⊆{zi; i¡n}
and t1 = xp−2 ∈{yi; i¡q}⊆{zi; i¡n}, hence (ti| i¡n)= (zi| i¡n). We have t0 =
z0=y0=x0 = tp−1, which is a contradiction. Admit that (2) and (2′) are valid. Then
t0=xp−1∈{yi; i¡q}⊆{zi; i¡n} and t1 = xp−2 ∈{yi; i; q}⊆{zi; i¡n}, hence
(ti| i¡n)= (zi| i¡n). We have tp−1 = x0 =y0 = zq−1 = tq−1, which is a contradiction
because p¡q. Consequently, only (1) and (1′) can be valid simultaneously. Then
t0 = x0 =y0 = z0 and t1 = x1 ∈{yi; i¡q}⊆{zi; i¡n}, hence (ti| i¡n)= (zi| i¡n).
Denition 3.7. An n-ary relation R (on a set X ) is said to be strongly terse provided
that it is terse and ful,lls the following condition:
If (xi| i¡n); (yi| i¡n)∈R and there are natural numbers i0; i1¡n − 1 such that
xi0 =yi1+1 and xi0+1 =yi1 , then x0 =y0.
Of course, if R is a strongly terse n-ary relation and (xi| i¡n); (yi| i¡n)∈R are ele-
ments for which there exist natural numbers i0; i1¡n−1 with xi0 =yi1+1 and xi0+1 =yi1 ,
then xi =yi for all i¡n.
It is evident that the product of a system of strongly terse -ary relations is a strongly
terse -ary relation. A binary relation is strongly terse if and only if it is terse (i.e.,
reEexive and antisymmetric).
Theorem 3.8. Let R be a terse n-ary relation on a set X . If each nonconstant path in
(X; uR) having at least two di8erent three-element binding sequences is closed, then R
is strongly terse. Conversely, if R is strongly terse, then each injective path in (X; uR)
has precisely one binding sequence.
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Proof. Let each path in (X; uR) having at least two diMerent binding sequences be
closed. Let (xi| i¡n); (y| i¡n)∈R and let i0; i1¡n − 1 be natural numbers with
xi0 =yi1+1 and xi0+1 =yi1 . If one of the sequences (xi| i¡n); (yi| i¡n) is constant,
then they are equal, hence x0 =y0. Further, if i0 = 0 or i1 = 0, then the sequences
are also equal, which results in x0 =y0. Thus, let (xi| i¡n); (yi| i¡n) be injec-
tive and let i0 =0 = i1. Let (zi| i¡i0 + i1 + 2) be the sequence given by zi = xi
for all i6i0 + 1 and zi =yi0+i1+1−i for all i with i0 + 1¡i¡i0 + i1 + 2. Then both
(0; i0; i0 + i1 + 1) and (0; i0 + 1; i0 + i1 + 1) are binding sequences of the nonconstant
path (zi| i¡i0 + i1 + 2)= (x0; x1; : : : ; xi0 =yi1+1; xi0+1 =yi1 ; yi1−1; : : : ; y0). Hence x0 =y0
so that R is strongly terse.
Conversely, let R be strongly terse. Let C =(xi| i¡m) be an injective path in
(X; uR) and let (jk | k¡p); (lk | k¡q) be binding sequences of C. Clearly, j0 = 0= l0.
Let k¡p − 1 be a natural number such that k¡q and jk = lk . Then lk = jk¡jp−1 =
m − 1= lq−1, hence k¡q − 1. Assume that jk+1¡kk+1. As both (xi| jk6i6jk+1)
and (xi| lk6i6lk+1) are injective connected elements, by Lemma 3.6 there exists a
sequence (yi| i¡n)∈R with yi = xlk+i for all i6lk+1 − lk . Since jk+1¡lk+1¡m, we
have jk+1¡m−1. Thus, there is a connected element (xi| jk+16i6jk+2), which means
that there is a sequence (zi| i¡n)∈R such that (1) xi = zi−jk+1 whenever jk+16i6jk+2
or (2) xi = zjk+2−i whenever jk+16i6jk+2. Let (1) be valid. Then z0 = xjk+1 =yjk+1−jk
and z1 = xjk+1+1 =yjk+1−jk+1. As R is terse, we have (yi| i¡n)= (zi| i¡n). Let (2) be
valid and put i0 = jk+1−jk , i1 = jk+2−jk+1−1. Then yi0 =yjk+1−jk = xjk+1 = zjk+2−jk+1 = zi1+1
and zi1 = zjk+2−jk+1−1 = xjk+1+1 =yjk+1−jk+1 =yi0+1. As R is strongly terse, we have y0 =
z0. Thus y0 = z0 in both cases, which is a contradiction because y0 = xlk = xjk and, on
the other hand, z0 = xjk+1 or z0 = xjk+2 . Therefore jk+1 lk+1. Analogously, by inter-
changing j and l, we can easily show that lk+1 jk+1. Consequently, jk+1 = lk+1 and,
by the induction principle, k¡q and jk=lk for each k¡p. From jp−1 = lp−1=m= lq−1
it follows that p=q and therefore (jk | k¡p)=(lk | k¡q).
Theorem 3.8 enables us to de,ne
Denition 3.9. Let R be a strongly terse n-ary relation on a set X , let C be an injective
path in (X; uR) and let (jk | k¡p) be the binding sequence of C. Then C is called
an arc in (X; uR) provided that for each connected element D in (X; uR) with D⊆C
there is a natural number k¡p− 1 such that D is a subset of the connected element
(xi| jk6i6jk+1).
Theorem 3.10. Let R be a strongly terse n-ary relation on a set X and let C be an
arc in (X; uR) connecting points x and y. If D is an injective path in (X; uR) connecting
x and y such that D⊆C, then D=C.
Proof. Let C =(xi| i¡m) and let D=(yi| i¡s) be an injective path in (X; uR) with
y0 = x and ys−1 =y such that {yi; i¡s}⊆{xi; i¡m}. Let (jk | k¡p) be the binding
sequence of C and for each k¡p − 1 put Ck =(xi| jk6i6jk+1). Let (lk | k¡q) be
the binding sequence of (yi| i¡s) and for each k¡q − 1 put Dk =(yi| lk6i6lk+1).
Clearly, xj0 = x0 = x=y0 =yl0 . Let k
∗¡q1 be a natural number with k∗¡p, jk∗ = lk∗ ,
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and xi =yi for all i6jk∗ . As xjk∗ =ylk∗ =ylq−1 =y, we have k∗¡p−1. Since Dk∗ ⊆C,
there is a connected element Ck0 with Dk∗ ⊆Ck0 . As ylk∗ = xjk∗ ∈Dk∗ ∩Ck∗ , we have
k0 = k∗. (Of course, we also have ylk∗ = xjk∗ ∈Dk∗ ∩ Ck∗−1, but Dk∗*Ck∗−1
because ylk∗+1 ∈Dk∗−{yi; i6lk∗}= {xi; i6jk∗} and Ck∗−1⊆{xi; i6jk∗}.) Admit that
lk∗+1 = jk∗+1. Then lk∗+1¡jk∗+1 (because Dk∗ ⊆Ck∗) and, by Lemma 3.6, there is a
sequence (zi| i¡n)∈R such that yi = zi−lk∗ for all i with lk∗6i6lk∗+1 and xi = zi−lk∗
for all i with jk∗6i6jk∗+1. Thus, lk∗+1¡jk∗+1 and xi =yi for all i with kk∗6i6lk∗+1.
If k∗ + 1= q − 1, then xlk∗+1 =ylk∗+1 =y= xjp−1 , which is a contradiction because
lk∗+1¡jk∗+16jp−1. So, we have k∗ + 1¡q − 1. Because Dk∗+1⊆C, there is a con-
nected element Ck1 with Dk∗+1⊆Ck1 . As ylk∗+1 = xlk∗+1 ∈Ck∗ and xjk∗ = xlk∗+1 = xjk∗+1 ,
we have k1 = k∗. Hence Dk∗ ∪Dk∗+1⊆Ck∗ ⊆{zi; i¡n} and we get Dk∗ ⊆Dk∗+1 or
Dk∗+1⊆Dk∗ (see Remark 3.5). This is a contradiction because ylk∗ ∈Dk∗ − Dk∗+1
and ylk∗+2 ∈Dk∗+1−Dk∗ . Therefore lk∗ = jk∗ and consequently xi =yi for all i6jk∗+1.
Thus, according to the induction principle, whenever k¡q, we have k¡p, jk = lk
and xi =yi for all i6jk . As xjq−1 =ylq−1 =y, we get jq−1 = jp−1, i.e., p= q. Hence
(xi| i¡m)= (yi| i¡s).
Denition 3.11. Let R be a strongly terse n-ary relation on a set X . By a Jordan
curve in (X; uR) we understand a closed path C =(xi| i¡m) in (X; uR) whose binding
sequence (jk | k¡p) satis,es the following two conditions:
(1) p¿4 if n=2, and p¿6 otherwise;
(2) (xi| j16i¡jp−1) is an arc in (X; uR) and for each natural number k with 0¡k¡
p − 1 also the sequence (yi| i¡m + jk−1 − jk+1) given by yi = xi+jk+1 for all
i¡m− jk+1 and yi = xi+1−m+jk+1 for all i with m− jk+16i¡m+ jk−1− jk+1 is an
arc in (X; uR).
Of course, the condition (2) in the previous de,nition can be brieEy formulated as
follows: if (jk | k¡p) is the binding sequence of C, then for each natural number
k¡p − 1 the sequence (xjk+1 ; xjk+1+1; : : : ; xjp−1 = x0; x1; : : : ; xjl−1 ), where l=1 for k =0
and l= k for k¿0, is an arc in (X; uR).
Theorem 3.12. Let R be a strongly terse n-ary relation on a set X . Then each Jordan
curve in (X; uR) is simple.
Proof. Let C =(xi| i¡m) be a Jordan curve in (X; uR) and let (jk | k¡p) be its binding
sequence. If n=2, then C is clearly simple. Let n¿2. Suppose that there are natural
numbers i0; i1¡m, {i0; i1} = {0; m−1}, such that xi0 = xi1 . As p¿6, {x0; x1}⊆{xi; j16
i¡jp−1} or there is a natural number k with 0¡k¡p−1 such that {x0; x1}⊆{yi; i¡m
+ jk−1 − jk+1} where (yi| i¡m + jk−1 − jk+1) is the sequence from De,nition 3.11.
(There is an analogy with a polygon having at least ,ve angles—for any two points
lying on its perimeter there is a pair of neighboring sides such that both points lie in
the union of all the other sides.) But this is a contradiction because (xi| j16i¡jp−1)
is an arc in (X; uR), and also (yi| i¡m + jk−1 − jk+1) is an arc in (X; uR) for each
natural number k with 0¡k¡p− 1.
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At this junction, a problem arises of ,nding conditions under which an analogy
of the Jordan curve theorem is valid for S∗n -spaces (recall that the classical Jordan
curve theorem states that a simple closed curve separates the real plane into precisely
two components). But it is not our goal to solve this general problem in the present
note. Instead, with respect to applications in digital topology, we will now restrict our
considerations to the set Z of integers. We will de,ne and study suitable S∗n closure
operations (n¿1 a natural number) on Z.
4. S∗n -closure operations on Z
For each k ∈Z we de,ne an n-ary relation Rn; k on Z as follows:
Rn; k = {(xi| i¡n)∈Zn; (xi| i¡n) is constant or there exists an even number l∈Z
ful,lling either xi = k + l(n− 1) + i for all i¡n or xi = k + l(n− 1)− i for all i¡n}.
Thus, a nonconstant sequence (xi| i¡n)∈Zn belongs to Rn; k if and only if (xi| i¡n)
is an arithmetic sequence with the diMerence equal to 1 or −1 and with x0 = k+l(n−1)
where l∈Z is an even number. Note that each element z ∈Z belongs to at least one and
at most two nonconstant sequences from Rn; k . It belongs to two (diMerent) nonconstant
sequences from Rn; k if and only if there is l∈Z with z= k+ l(n−1) (in which case z
is the ,rst member of each of the two sequence if l is even, and z is the last member
of each of the two sequences if l is odd). Of course, R2; k is a partial order on Z for
each k ∈Z.
It is evident that Rn; k is strongly terse for each k ∈Z. Thus, uRn; k is an R∗n -closure
operation for each k ∈Z and we will denote it brieEy by un; k . Clearly, for any k1; k2 ∈Z,
Rn; k1 and Rn; k2 are isomorphic, hence un; k1 and un; k2 are homeomorphic. It is obvious
that R−1n; k1 =Rn; k2 whenever k1; k2 ∈Z, k2 = k1+n−1. Thus, if k1; k2 ∈Z, k2 = k1+2n−2,
then Rn; k1 =Rn; k2 and consequently un; k1 = un; k2 . It follows that there are precisely 2n−2
diMerent but homeomorphic closure operations among all un; k , k ∈Z. So it is suOcient
to investigate only one of them. We will investigate the closure operation un;0 which
will be denoted brieEy by un. Analogously, the relation Rn;0 will be denoted by Rn.
The closure operation u2 coincides with the Khalimsky topology on Z generated by the
subbase {{2k; 2k+1; 2k+2}; k ∈Z} (see [3]). The relation R−12 =R2;1 is the so-called
specialization order of u2. (The closure operation u2;1 coincides with the Khalimsky
topology on Z generated by the subbase {{2k − 1; 2k; 2k + 1}; k ∈Z} and R−12;1 =R2
is the specialization order of u2;1.) Clearly, un is additive if and only if n=2.
Proposition 4.1. In the S∗n -space (Z; un), the points l(n − 1), l∈Z even, are open,
while all the other points are closed.
Proof. Let l0 ∈Z be an arbitrary even number and put z= l0(n − 1). Let
x∈ un(Z − {z}) be a point. Then there are (xi| i¡n)∈Rn and i0, 0¡i0¡n, such
that x= xi0 and {xi; i¡i0}∈Z − {z}. If (xi| i¡n) is constant, then clearly
x∈Z − {z}. Let there exist an even number m∈Z ful,lling either xi =m(n − 1) + i
for all i¡n or xi =m(n − 1) − i for all i¡n. Then xi0 =m(n − 1) + i0 or xi0 =
m(n−1)− i0. Since n62(n−1), we have 0¡i0¡2(n−1) and consequently m(n−1)¡
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xi0¡(m+2)(n−1) or (m−2)(n−1)¡xi0¡m(n−1). Hence xi0 = l(n−1) for any even
number l∈Z. Thus xi0 = z, so that x∈Z − {z}. Therefore the set Z − {z} is closed,
i.e., {z} is open.
Let z ∈Z be an arbitrary point with z = l(n − 1) for any even number l∈Z. Let
x∈ un{z}. Then there are (xi| i¡n)∈Rn and i0, 0¡i0¡n, such that x= xi0 and {xi;
i¡i0}= {z}. Admit that (xi| i¡n) is not constant. Then there is an even number l0 ∈Z
such that x0 = l0(n − 1). But this is a contradiction with x0 = z. Hence (xi| i¡n) is
constant, thus x= xi0 = x0 = z. Therefore {z} is closed.
Corollary 4.2. (Z; un) is a T1=2-space.
Given a natural number n¿1, for each l∈Z we put Al= {l(n− 1) + i; i¡n}.
Lemma 4.3. Al is connected in (Z; un) for each l∈Z.
Proof. Let l∈Z. If l is even, then put xi = l(n− 1)+ i for each i¡n, and if l is odd,
then put xi =(l+1)(n− 1)− i for each i¡n. Then (xi| i¡n)∈R and {xi; i¡n}=Al.
Thus, by Lemma 3.1, Al is connected.
Theorem 4.4. (Z; un) is a connected closure space.
Proof. Let ! denote the least in,nite ordinal and let (Bi| i¡!) be the sequence
given by Bi =Ai=2 whenever i is even and Bi =A−(i+1)=2 whenever i is odd, i.e.,
(Bi| i¡!)= (A0; A−1; A1; A−2; A2; : : :). By Lemma 4.3, Bi is connected in (Z; un) for
each i¡!. For each l∈Z there holds Al ∩Al+1 = {l(n − 1)} = ∅. Thus, we have
B0∩B1 =∅. Let i0 be a natural number with i0¿1. Then Bi0∩Bi0−2 =∅ because Bi0 =Ai0=2
and Bi0−2 =A(i0=2)−1 whenever i0 is even, and Bi0 =A−(i0+1)=2 and Bi0−2 =A−(i0+1)=2+1
whenever i0 is odd. Hence
⋃







l∈Z Al=Z, which proves the statement.
For any number z ∈Z we put L(z)= {y∈Z; y¡z} and U (z)= {y∈Z; y¿z}.
Clearly, both L(z) and U (z) are closed in the subspace Z− {z} of (Z; un).
Theorem 4.5. Let z ∈Z be a point with z= l(n−1)+ i0 where l∈Z is an odd number
and i0 ∈{0;−1; 1}. Then the sets L(z) and U (z) are components of the subspace
Z− {z} of (Z; un).
Proof. Put xi =(l − 1)(n − 1) + i and yi =(l + 1)(n − 1) − i for each i¡n. Then
(xi| i¡n)∈Rn and (yi| i¡n)∈Rn. Clearly, we have z= xn−1 =yn−1 if i0 = 0, z= xn−2
if i0 = − 1, and z=yn−1 if i0 = 1. Put DL= {xi; i¡n − 1} and DR= {yi; i¡n − 1}
if i0 = 0, DL= {xi; i¡n − 2} and DR= {yi; i¡n} if i0 = − 1, and DL= {xi; i¡n}
and DR= {yi; i¡n − 2} if i0 = 1. Further, put B0 =DL, C0 =DR, Bi =Al−i−1 and
Ci =Al+i for each i, 0¡i¡!. By Lemma 3.1, Bi and Ci are connected for each i¡i0.
Since Bi ∩Bi+1 = ∅ =Ci ∩Ci+1 for each i¡!,
⋃
i¡! Bi =L(z) and
⋃
i¡! Ci =U (z)
are connected in (Z; un). As L(z) and U (z) are disjoint and closed in the subspace
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Z − {z} of (Z; un) and Z − {z}=L(z)∪U (z), L(z) and U (z) are components of the
subspace.
Remark 4.6. For n=2, Theorem 4.5 states the known fact that the Khalimsky space
(Z; un) is a so-called connected ordered topological space [3].
Lemma 4.7. Let z ∈Z be a point with z= l(n − 1) + i0 where l∈Z is a an even
number and i0 ∈Z is a number ful=lling |i0|¡n − 2. Then, in the subspace Z −
{z} of (Z; un), L(z) is connected whenever i0¿0, and U (z) is connected whenever
i0¡0.
Proof. Let i0¿0. Then there is (xi| i¡n)∈Rn with x0 = l(n−1) and xi0 = z. We have
L(z)=
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¡l}∪ {xi; i¡i0}. By Lemma 3.1, Ak is connected for each
k ∈Z; k¡l, and also {xi; i¡i0} is connected. As Ak ∩Ak+1 = ∅ for each k ∈Z; k¡l−
1, and also Al−1 ∩{xi; i¡i0} = ∅, L(z) is connected.
Let i0¡0. Then there is (xi| i¡n)∈Rn with x0 = l(n − 1) and xi0 = z. We have
U (z)= {xi; i¡|i0|} ∪
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¿l} and U (z) is connected for the same reasons
as in the case i0¿0.
Theorem 4.8. Let z ∈Z be a point with z= l(n−1)+i0, where l∈Z is an even number
and i0 ∈Z is a number ful=lling |i0|¡n−2, and put Bz = {l(n−1)+i; i∈Z; |i0|¡|i|¡
n− 1; i0i¿0}. Then, in the subspace Z− {z} of (Z; un), each singleton subset of Bz
is a component, and also the sets L(z)− Bz and U (z)− Bz are components.
Proof. Let z ful,ll the assumptions of the statement. If i0 =0, then there is a unique
sequence (xi| i¡n)∈Rn with x0 = l(n − 1) and x|i0|= z. If i0¿0, then Bz = {xi;
i0¡i¡n − 1}, so that L(z) − Bz =L(z) (because (xi| i¡n) is increasing) and
U (z) − Bz =
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¿l}. If i0¡0, then Bz = {xi; |i0|¡i¡n − 1}, so that
L(z)−Bz =
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¡l−1} and U (z)−Bz =U (z) (because (xi| i¡n) is decreas-
ing). If i0 = 0, then there are sequences (xi| i¡n); (yi| i¡n)∈Rn with x0 =y0 = z and
we have Bz = {xi; 0¡i¡n−1}∪ {yi; 0¡i¡n−1}, thus L(z)−Bz =
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¡
l−1} and U (z)−Bz =
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¿l}. Consequently, by Proposition 4.1, each sin-
gleton subset of Bz is closed in (Z; un) and thus also in the subspace Z−{z} of (Z; un).
Of course, the sets
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¿l} and
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¡l− 1} are connected in
(Z; un) (because Ak is connected for each k ∈Z by Lemma 3.1 and Ak ∩Ak+1 = ∅ for
each k ∈Z; k¿l or k¡l− 2 respectively) and closed in (Z; un) (because l is even).
Therefore, these sets are connected and closed in the subspace Z − {z} of (Z; un)
because they do not contain the point z. The sets L(z) and U (z) are closed in the
subspace Z − {z} and, by Lemma 4.7, L(z) or U (z) is connected in the subspace if
i0¿0 or i0¡0, respectively. For any x∈Bz we have x =∈ un(Z−{x; z}) and thus {x; z}
is closed in the subspace Z−{z}. Hence {x} is a component of the subspace Z−{z}.
Similarly, putting Cz =
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¿l} or Cz =
⋃{Ak ; k ∈Z; k¡l − 1}, for
any x∈Cz we have x =∈ un(Z − (Cz ∪{z})). It follows that Z − (Cz ∪{z}) is closed
in the subspace Z − {z}. Therefore Cz is a component of the subspace. Finally,
as Z − (L(z)∪{z})=U (z) and Z − (U (z)∪{z})=L(z), both Z − (L(z)∪{z}) and
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Z − (U (z)∪{z}) are closed in the subspace Z − {z}. Hence L(z) or U (z) is a com-
ponent of the subspace Z− {z} if i0¿0 or i0¡0, respectively.
Note that each point z ∈Z ful,lls either the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 or those of
Theorem 4.8, so that the two Theorems describe the components of Z− {z} for each
point z ∈Z.
5. Concluding remarks
Here, we will shortly outline the further development of the theory which we envis-
age and plan to contribute to.
Given a natural number m¿0, by an n-ary digital m-dimensional space we under-
stand the product of m copies of the S∗n -space (Z; un). To show that an n-ary digital
m-dimensional space is useful for solving problems of digital topology, we have to
verify that it behaves, in a certain sense, like the real m-dimensional (topological)
space. As far as applications are concerned, the most important cases are m=2 and
3, i.e., the n-ary digital plane and the n-ary digital 3-dimensional space. The binary
digital plane has been investigated in many papers (e.g. [3,4,7]) and there are also
some papers devoted to the study of the binary digital 3-dimensional space (e.g. [8]).
To develop our theory, it is natural to start with investigating the n-ary digital plane
(Z2; vn)= (Z; un)×(Z; un), i.e., vn= uRn×Rn . First of all, we should formulate and prove
an analogy of the Jordan curve theorem for (Z2; vn) with n¿2 (for (Z2; v2) such an
analogy is proved in [3]). This would enable us to replace the usually used Khalimsky
topology v2 on Z2 with a closure operation vn where n¿2 is a natural number. To jus-
tify such a replacement, we need to show that, for n¿2, vn has some advantages over
v2. One of the advantages can result from the fact that for n¿2 the closure operations
vn are no more quasi-discrete.
Added in proofs: An analogy of the Jordan curve theorem has been proved for
the n-ary digital planes (Z2; vn) with n¿2 in [J. %Slapal, A Jordan curve theorem with
respect to certain closure operations on the digital plane, Electronic Notes in Theoretical
Computer Science 46 (2001)].
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